NEUB CSE 321 Lecture 11: Bus Interfacing
In computer architecture, a bus is a communication system that transfers data between components
inside a computer, or between computers. This expression covers all related hardware components
(wire, optical fiber, etc.) and software, including communication protocols.
Busses can be classified as two types: Synchronous Bus and Asynchronous Bus
Synchronous Bus:
– Includes a clock in the control lines
– A fixed protocol for communication that is relative to the clock
– Advantage: involves very little logic and can run very fast
– Disadvantages:
» Every device on the bus must run at the same clock rate
» To avoid clock skew, they cannot be long if they are fast
Asynchronous Bus:
– It is not clocked
– It can accommodate a wide range of devices
– It can be lengthened without worrying about clock skew
– It requires a handshaking protocol

Bus Structure and Topologies
Bus are grouped as follows
 Power bus provide electrical power to attached components
 Data bus carrying the data or instructions between system modules
 Address bus specify the recipient of data on the bus
 Control bus provide control for the synchronization and operation of the bus and of the
modules that are connected to the bus
System Bus
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A system bus connects major computer components (processor, memory, I/O)
All memory and memory-mapped I/O devices are connected to this bus.
Such a bus has to be able to operate at the speed of the fastest device connected to it—normally
the main store. It can prove expensive when lots of low-speed peripherals are connected to it
because they have to have high-speed interfaces whether they actually need them or not.
A system bus consists of typically, of from about 50 to hundreds of separate lines.
The system bus is made up of the address, data and control paths from the CPU. In addition,
there may be power distribution lines that supply power to the attached modules.
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Figure 1 System Bus
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Elements of Bus Design
Design elements that serve to classify and differentiate buses
Bus types
 Dedicated bus: line is permanently assigned either to one function or to a physical subset of
computer components
 Multiplexed bus: address and data information may be transmitted over the same set of lines
using an Address Valid control line
Bus transaction
 A bus transaction includes two parts: Issuing the command (and address) – request and
transferring the data – action
 Master is the one who starts the bus transaction by: issuing the command (and address)
 Slave is the one who responds to the address by: Sending data to the master if the master ask for
data Receiving data from the master if the master wants to send data
Data lines/ data bus
 Bi-directional
 The data lines provide a path for moving data between system modules.
 The data bus may consist of from 32 to hundreds of separate lines, the number of lines being
referred to as the width of the data bus.
 The width determines the overall system performance.
 The bandwidth of a data bus is the number of bits it can transfer in a single operation, called a
bus cycle.
 A bus cycle is a complete transaction on the bus that may take several clock cycles to complete.
 The speed is an indication of its throughput and is measured in terms of bytes/s. the wider the
bus, the greater the throughput; for example, if a 16-bit bus can transfer data at 100M bytes/s,
doubling the width of the bus to 32 bits, doubles its throughput to 200M bytes/s.
 The latency of a bus is the time taken to set up a data transfer. Latency may be very small in a
system where there’s a permanent bus master, but much longer in a system where the device
wishing to transfer data has to wait for the arbitration mechanism to grant it access to the bus.
The address lines/ address bus
 unidirectional
 Designate the source or destination of the data on the data bus.
o If the processor wishes to read a word (8, 16 or 32 bits) of data from memory. It puts the
address of the desired word on the address bus.
o The width of the bus determines the maximum possible memory capacity of the system
e.g. 8086 has 20 bit address bus giving 1mb (220) address space
 The address lines are generally used to address I/O ports. The higher order bits select a particular
module on the bus, and the lower order bits select memory location or I/O port within the
module.
o For example, on an 8 bit address bus, address 01111111 and below might reference
locations in a memory module (module 0) with 128 words of memory, and address
10000000 and above refer to devices attached to an I/O module (module 1)
 When a device such as a CPU accesses memory, it’s necessary to indicate the source or
destination of the data. The bus master controlling the data transfer must therefore be able to
provide an address for the data.
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Most computer systems provide an explicit address bus that operates in parallel with the data
bus; for example, when the processor writes data to memory, a 32-bit address is transmitted to
the memory system on the address bus at the same time the data is transmitted on the data bus.
Some systems combine the address and data buses together into a single multiplexed
address/data bus that carries both addresses and data (albeit alternately). Such a bus is said to be
time-division multiplexed because time is divided into address slots and data slots.
Figure 2 describes the multiplexed address/data bus, which is cheaper to implement than
conventional non-multiplexed buses because it requires fewer signal paths and the connectors
and sockets are cheaper since they require fewer pins.
Multiplexing addresses and data onto the same lines requires a multiplexer at one end of the
transmission path and a de-multiplexer at the other end.
Multiplexers and de-multiplexers are no more than high-speed electronic switches. However,
multiplexed buses are slower than non-multiplexed buses and are often used when cost is more
important than speed. This is especially true when the multiplexing and de-multiplexing is built
into the processors and interface components themselves.

Figure 2 Multiplexing address and data bus
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Burst Transfers
 The efficiency of both non-multiplexed and multiplexed address buses can be improved by
operating them in a burst mode in which a sequence of data elements is transmitted to
consecutive memory addresses.
 Burst-mode operation is widely used to support cache memory systems. When a line in a cache is
to be loaded from memory, the address of the first word is transmitted to the memory. The
memory responds by providing the word at the specified address, followed by the word at the
next address in sequence, and so on. These sequential addresses can be generated at the
memory.
 Figure 3 illustrates the concept of burst mode addressing where an address is transmitted for
location i and data for locations i, i+1, i+2, and i+3 are transmitted without a further address
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Figure 3 Burst Mode and data transfer

The control lines/ control bus
 Bidirectional
 The lines are used to control the access to and the use of the data and address lines.
 The bus transmits both command and timing information between system modules.
 Timing signals indicate the validity of data and address information.
 Command signals specify operations to be performed.
 Figure 4 describes the simplest synchronous control bus that requires two signals: a datadirection signal and a data-validation signal. (DAV)
 The data direction signal is often called R/W and is high to indicate a read operation and low to
indicate a write operation (the direction of data transfer is specified with respect to the bus
master that originated the data transfer).
 During a read cycle, data flows from the bus slave to the bus master and during a write cycle
data flows from the master to the slave.







Some systems have separate read and write strobes, READ and WRITE, rather than a composite
R/W signal.
Individual READ and WRITE signals have the advantage that they can indicate three bus states:
o an active read state, an active write state, and a bus free state (READ and WRITE both
negated).
A composite R/W signal introduces an ambiguity because when R/W = 0 the bus is always
executing a write operation, whereas when R/W = 1 either a read operation is being executed or
the bus is free.
The active-low data valid signal, DAV, in the above diagram is asserted by the bus master to
indicate that a data transfer is taking place.
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Figure 4 Minimal bus control signals
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Figure 5 Structure of a general purpose bus
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Typical Control Signal lines
1. Memory write- causes data on the bus to be written into the addressed location
2. Memory read – causes data from the addressed location to be placed on the bus
3. I/O write – causes data on the bus to be output to the addressed I/O port
4. I/O read - causes data from the addressed I/O port to be placed on the bus
5. Clock- used to synchronize operations
6. Reset –initializes all modules
7. Transfer ACK- indicates that data have been accepted from or placed on the bus
8. Bus request – indicates that a module needs to gain control of the bus
9. Bus Grant – indicates the a request in module has been granted control of the bus
10. Interrupt request – indicates that an interrupt is pending
11. Interrupt ACK – acknowledges that the pending interrupt has been recognized
The operation of a Bus
If a module wishes to send data to another it must:
1. Obtain the use of the bus and
2. Transfer data via bus.
If one module wishes to request data from another module, it must
1. Obtain the use of the bus and
2. Transfer a request to the other module over the appropriate control and address lines. It
must then wait for that second module to send the data
Bus Master
 a bus master is any device that can take possession of the bus and control the flow of data over
the bus. A bus master may not necessarily use the data bus itself; for example, it may take
control of the bus on behalf of some other agent.
 The CPU is the permanent bus master or bus controller and only the CPU can put data on the
bus or invite memory/peripherals to supply data via the bus.
 The address bus, data bus, and control bus are often lumped together and called "the bus".
 Only one device at a time can put data on the data bus.
 The following diagram shows how a bus can be subdivided into functional units such as an
address bus that specifies a location in memory that is to be read from or written to, the data
bus that copies data from one point in the system to another, and the control bus.
 Sometimes the control bus refers to the signals that control the flow of information during a
read or write cycle.
 Sometimes the control bus refers to an entirely separate sub-bus that performs special
functions such as interrupt control or arbitration.
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Bus Slave
 The system that controls the bus is called the bus master and the system that is accessed by the
bus master is known as the bus slave.
 At any instant, there can be only one active bus master, because buses cannot support multiple
simultaneous transactions.
 However, a bus can support multiple bus slaves simultaneously if the bus master broadcasts
information to several slaves.
 Buses like the PCI bus increase throughput by allowing so-called split transactions in which one
bus master accesses the bus and then another bus master uses the bus before the first bus
master has completed its transaction. Consequently, two or more bus masters can be active
during a data transfer and their data transfers may overlap. No two bus masters can, of course,
drive the bus at the same instant.
Bus Arbitration
 More than one module may need control of the bus. e.g. CPU and DMA controller
 I/O module may need to read or write directly to memory, without sending the data to the
processor.
 The process by which multiple requests are recognized and priority given to one of them is called
arbitration.
 Arbitration mechanisms can be centralized/localised or decentralized/distributed
Centralized arbitration
 In localized arbitration, an arbitration circuit receives requests from the contending bus masters
and then decides which of them is to be given control of the bus.
 A single hardware device, known as a bus controller or arbiter, is responsible for allocating time
to bus.
 The device may be part of CPU or separate module
 E.g. Daisy chaining
Distributed arbitration
 There is no central controller each module may claim the bus
 All devices monitor all the request lines
 In a system with distributed arbitration, each of the masters takes part in the arbitration process
 The system lacks a specific arbiter—each master monitors the other masters and decides
whether to continue competing for the bus or whether to give up and wait until later.
Releasing the Bus
 The requester may implement one of two options for releasing the bus. One is called option
RWD, release when done, and the other option ROR, release on request.
 RWD, requires that the requester will release the bus as soon as the on-board master stops
indicating bus busy. In other words, the master remains in control of the bus until its task has
been completed. This situation can, of course, lead to undue bus hogging.
 The ROR option is more suitable in systems in which it is unreasonable to grant unlimited bus
access to a master.
 The ROR requester monitors the four bus request lines. If it sees that another requester has
requested service, it releases its BUSY output and defers to the other request.
 The ROR option reduces the number of arbitrations requested by a master, as the bus is
frequently cleared voluntarily
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Timing
Timing refers to the way in which events are coordinated on the bus. Buses use either synchronous
timing or asynchronous timing.
Synchronous bus:
 Includes a clock in the control lines
 A fixed protocol for communication that is relative to the clock
 Advantage: involves very little logic and can run very fast
 Disadvantages: Every device on the bus must run at the same clock rate and to avoid clock
skew, they cannot be long if they are fast
Synchronous Timing
 The occurrence of events on the bus is determined by a clock. The bus includes a clock line which
transmits a regular sequence of alternating 1’s and 0’s of equal duration
 A single 1-0 transmission is a clock cycle or bus cycle and defines a time slot
 All devices on the bus can read clock line, and all events start at the beginning of a clock cycle.
 Other bus signals may change at the leading edge of the clock signal (with slight delay)
 Most events Usually occupy a single clock cycle
 The processor places a memory address on the address lines during the first clock cycle (T1), and
may assert various status lines.
 Once the address lines have stabilized the processor issues an address enable signal (T1).
 For a read operation, the processor issues a read command at the start of the second cycle T2).
 A memory module recognizes the address and after delay of one cycle, places the data on the
data lines (T3)
 For a write operation, the processor puts the data on the data lines at the start of the second
cycle (T2) and issues a write command after the data lines have stabilized
 The memory module copies the information from the data lines during the third clock cycle.
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Asynchronous Timing
 The occurrence of one event on a bus follows and depends on the occurrence of a previous
event.
 The processor places address and status signals on the bus.
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Figure 6 Synchronous Timing Diagram
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After the signals have stabilized the processor issues a read command, indicating the presence of
valid address and control signals.
The appropriate memory decodes the address and responds by placing the data on the data line
Once the data line has stabilized, the memory module asserts the acknowledged line to signal the
processor that the data is available.
Once the master has read the data from the data lines, it de-asserts the read signal. This causes
the memory module to drop the data and acknowledge lines.
The master places the data on the data line at the same time that it puts signals on the status and
address lines.
The memory module responds to the write command by copying the data from the data lines and
then asserting the acknowledge line.
The master then drops the write signal and the memory module drops the acknowledge signal.
Synchronous timing is simpler to implement and test, however,
It is less flexible than asynchronous timing, because all devices on a synchronous bus are tied to a
fixed clock rate, the system cannot take advantage of advances in device performance.
With asynchronous timing, a mixture of slow and fast devices, using older and newer technology,
can share a bus.

Figure 7 Asynchronous Timing – system bus read cycle
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Data transfer type
 A bus supports various data transfer types. All buses support both write (master to slave) and
read (slave to master) transfers
 For multiplexed address/data bus, the bus is first used for specifying the address and then for
transferring the data.
 For read operation there is typically a wait while the data is being fetched from the slave to be
put on the bus.
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Figure 8 Asynchronous Timing – System bus Write
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For either a read or write, there may also be a delay if it is necessary to go through arbitration to
gain control of the bus for the remainder of the operation(i.e. seize the bus to request a read or
write, then seize the bus again to perform a read or write)
There are also some combination operations that some buses allow
Read-modify write – operation is a read followed immediately by a write to the same address
Read –after-write write followed immediately by a read from the same address
Block – one address cycle is followed by n data cycles. The first data item is transferred to or
from the specified address; the remaining data items are transferred to or from subsequent
addresses.

Connection of modules through buses
Point –to-point
 A cable that connects the parallel or serial port in a PC from the computer to a printer
 P2P are intended for connection to a plug in device called ports
 Does not require address since destination is already known
Multipoint bus
 Also called multi drop/broadcast burst
 Connects several points together
 Signals produced by a source on the bus are “broadcast” to every other point on the bus e.g.
Ethernet network
 Requires addressing signals on the bus to identify the desired destination that is being addressed
by the source at a particular time

Bridges









The interfaces between different buses are called bus interface units or bridges
Bridges make it possible for different buses to communicate with each other
The external CPU bus is a Peripheral Control Interface (PCI) bus, Accelerated Graphic Processor
(AGP) bus and Industry Standard Architecture (ISA) bus are all part of the backplane
The external CPU bus connects the CPU to the main memory and to the PCI bridge
The PCI bridge connects the external CPU to AGP bridge, ISA bridge, USB port interface and disk
controller
The AGP bus connects the PCI bus to the video card
The ISA bus connects the PCI to parallel port interface and serial port interface
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 Connects I/O devices, no direct processor interface
 The length and number of devices connected affects the speed and the bandwidth
 Industry standard
 Bridge connects these buses
Design Goals
 Performance
 Standardization: flexibility in dealing with many devices
 Cost
o Memory bus emphasize performance, then cost
o I/O buses emphases standardization, then performance
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Functions of Buses in Computers
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Many applications require some knowledge of the bus systems located within the personal
computer. At times, main boards from personal computers are used as core systems in industrial
applications. These systems often require custom interfaces that are attached to one of the buses on
the main board. This lecture presents the ISA (industry standard architecture) bus, the PCI
(peripheral component interconnect) and PCI Express buses, the USB (universal serial bus), and the
AGP (advanced graphics port). Also provided are some simple interfaces to many of these bus
systems as design guides.
Although it is likely that they will not be on personal computers of the future, the parallel port and
serial communications ports are discussed. These were the first I/O ports on the personal computer
and they have stood the test of time, but the universal serial bus seems to have all but replaced their
utility.
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Summary of functions of buses in computers
1. Data sharing - All types of buses found in a computer transfer data between the computer
peripherals connected to it.
The buses transfer or send data in either serial or parallel method of data transfer. This allows for
the exchange of 1, 2, 4 or even 8 bytes of data at a time. (A byte is a group of 8 bits). Buses are
classified depending on how many bits they can move at the same time, which means that we have
8-bit, 16-bit, 32-bit or even 64-bit buses.
2. Addressing - A bus has address lines, which match those of the processor. This allows data to be
sent to or from specific memory locations.
3. Power - A bus supplies power to various peripherals connected to it.
4. Timing - The bus provides a system clock signal to synchronize the peripherals attached to it with
the rest of the system.
The expansion bus facilitates easy connection of more or additional components and devices on a
computer such as a TV card or sound card.
Bus Terminologies
Computers have two major types of buses:
1. System bus:- This is the bus that connects the CPU to main memory on the motherboard. The
system bus is also called the front-side bus, memory bus, local bus, or host bus.
2. A number of I/O Buses, (I/O is an acronym for input / output), connecting various peripheral
devices to the CPU. These devices connect to the system bus via a ‘bridge’ implemented in the
processors chipset. Other names for the I/O bus include “expansion bus", "external bus” or “host
bus”.
Expansion Bus Types
These are some of the common expansion bus types that have ever been used in computers:
 ISA - Industry Standard Architecture
 EISA - Extended Industry Standard Architecture
 MCA - Micro Channel Architecture
 VESA - Video Electronics Standards Association
 PCI - Peripheral Component Interconnect
 PCMCIA - Personal Computer Memory Card Industry Association (Also called PC bus)
 AGP - Accelerated Graphics Port
 SCSI - Small Computer Systems Interface.
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ISA bus
This is the most common type of early expansion bus, which was designed for use in the original IBM
PC. The IBM PC-XT used an 8-bit bus design. This means that the data transfers take place in 8 bit
chunks (i.e. one byte at a time) across the bus. The ISA bus ran at a clock speed of 4.77 MHz.
For the 80286-based IBM PC-AT, an improved bus design, which could transfer 16-bits of data at a
time, was announced. The 16-bit version of the ISA bus is sometimes known as the AT bus. (ATAdvanced Technology)
The improved AT bus also provided a total of 24 address lines, which allowed 16MB of memory to be
addressed. The AT bus was backward compatible with its 8-bit predecessor and allowed 8-bit cards
be used in 16-bit expansion slots.
When it first appeared the 8-bit ISA bus ran at a speed of 4.77MHZ – the same speed as the
processor. Improvements done over the years eventually made the AT bus ran at a clock speed of
8MHz.

Evolution of the ISA Bus
The ISA bus has changed from its early days. Over the years, the ISA bus has evolved from its original
8-bit standard to the 16-bit standard found in some systems today. The last computer system that
contained the ISA bus en masse was the Pentium III. When the Pentium 4 started to appear, the ISA
bus started to disappear. Along the way, there was even a 32-bit version called the EISA bus
(extended ISA), but that seems to have all but disappeared. What remains today in some personal
computers is an ISA slot (connection) on the main board that can accept either an 8-bit ISA card or a
16-bit ISA printed circuit card. The 32-bit printed circuit cards are the PCI bus or, in some older
80486-based machines, the VESA cards. The ISA bus has all but vanished recently in home
computers, but it is available as a special order in most main boards. The ISA bus is still found in
many industrial applications, but its days now seem limited.

Comparison Between 8 and 16 Bit ISA Bus
8-Bit ISA card (XT-Bus) 16-Bit ISA (AT –Bus card)
8-bit data interface

16-bit data interface

4.77 MHZ bus

8-MHZ bus

62-pin connector

62-pin connector
36-pin AT extension connection

Comparison of 8-bit, & 16-bit ISA Bus as Used in Early Computers.
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IBM developed this bus as a replacement for ISA when they designed the PS/2 PC launched in 1987.
The bus offered a number of technical improvements over the ISA bus. For instance, the MCA ran at
a faster speed of 10MHz and supported either 16-bit or 32-bit data. It also supported bus mastering a technology that placed a mini-processor on each expansion card. These mini-processors controlled
much of the data transfer allowing the CPU to do other tasks.
One advantage of MCA was that the plug-in cards were software configurable; this means that they
required minimal intervention by the user when configuring.
The MCA expansion bus did not support ISA cards and IBM decided to charge other manufacturers
royalties for use of the technology. This made it unpopular and it is now an obsolete technology.
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MCA (Micro Channel Architecture)
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EISA (Extended Industry Standard Architecture)
This is a bus technology developed by a group of manufactures as an alternative to MCA. The bus
architecture was designed to use a 32-bit data path and provided 32 address lines giving access to
4GB of memory.
Like the MCA, EISA offered a disk-based setup for the cards, but it still ran at 8MHz in order for it to
be compatible with ISA.
The EISA expansion slots are twice as deep as an ISA slot. If an ISA card is placed in an EISA slot it will
use only the top row of connectors, however, a full EISA card uses both rows. It offered bus
mastering.
EISA cards were relatively expensive and were normally found on high-end workstations and
network servers.

VESA Bus
It was also known as the Local bus or the VESA-Local bus. VESA (Video Electronics Standards
Association) was invented to help standardize PCs video specifications, thus solving the problem of
proprietary technology where different manufacturers were attempting to develop their own buses.
The VL Bus provided 32-bit data path and ran at 25 or 33 MHZ. It ran at the same clock frequency as
the host CPU. But this became a problem as processor speeds increased because, the faster the
peripherals are required to run, the more expensive they are to manufacture.
It was difficult to implement the VL-Bus on newer chips such as the 486s and the new Pentiums and
so eventually the VL-Bus was superseded by PCI.
VESA slots had extra set of connectors and thus the cards were larger. The VESA design was
backward compatible with the older ISA cards.
Features of the VESA local bus card: 32-bit interface
 62/36-pin connector
 90+20 pin VESA local bus extension
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Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) is one of the latest developments in bus architecture and
is the current standard for PC expansion cards. Intel developed and launched it as the expansion bus
for the Pentium processor in 1993. It is a local bus like VESA, that is, it connects the CPU, memory
and peripherals to wider, faster data pathway.
PCI supports both 32-bit and 64-bit data width; it is compatible with 486s and Pentiums. The bus
data width is equal to the processor, such as, a 32 bit processor would have a 32 bit PCI bus, and
operates at 33MHz.
PCI was used in developing Plug and Play (PnP) and all PCI cards support PnP. This means a user can
plug a new card into the computer, power it on and it will “self-identify” and “self-specify” and start
working without manual configuration using jumpers.
Unlike VESA, PCI supports bus mastering that is, the bus has some processing capability and thus the
CPU spends less time processing data. Most PCI cards are designed for 5v, but there are also 3v and
dual-voltage cards. Keying slots used help to differentiate 3v and 5v cards and also to make sure that
a 3v card is not slotted into a 5v socket and vice versa.
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Peripheral Component Interconnect
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Accelerated Graphics Port
The need for high quality and very fast performance of video on computers led to development of
the Accelerated Graphics Port (AGP). The AGP Port connects to the CPU and operates at the speed
of the processor bus. This means that video information is sent more quickly to the card for
processing.
The AGP uses the main PC memory to hold 3D images. In effect, this gives the AGP video card an
unlimited amount of video memory. To speed up the data transfer, Intel designed the port as a
direct path to the PC’s main memory.
Data transfer rate ranges from 264 Mbps to 528mbps, 800 Mbps up to 1.5 Gbps. AGP connector is
identified by its brown colour.
Personal Computer Memory Card Industry Association (PC Card)
The Personal Computer Memory Card Industry Association was founded to give a standard bus for
laptop computers. So it is basically used in the small computers.
Small Computer System Interface
Short for Small Computer System Interface, a parallel interface standard used by Apple Macintosh
computers, PC's and Unix systems for attaching peripheral devices to a computer.

Universal Serial Bus (USB)
This is an external bus standard that supports data transfer rates of 12 Mbps. A single USB port
connects up to 127 peripheral devices, such as mice, modems, and keyboards. The USB also
supports hot plugging or insertion (ability to connect a device without turning the PC of) and plug
and play (You connect a device and start using it without configuration).
We have two versions of USB:USB 1x
First released in 1996, the original USB 1.0 standard offered data rates of 1.5 Mbps. The USB 1.1
standard followed with two data rates: 12 Mbps for devices such as disk drives that need high-speed
throughput and 1.5 Mbps for devices such as joysticks that need much less bandwidth.
USB 2x
In 2002 a newer specification USB 2.0, also called Hi-Speed USB 2.0, was introduced. It increased the
data transfer rate for PC to USB device to 480 Mbps, which is 40 times faster than the USB 1.1
specification. With the increased bandwidth, high throughput peripherals such as digital cameras, CD
burners and video equipment could now be connected with USB.
The USB connector
The figure below shows the pin connection for the USB connector and the following table
summarizes the pin configuration.
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USB Data
The data signals are biphase signals that are generated using a circuit such as the one illustrated in
Figure 10. The line receiver is also illustrated in Figure 10. Placed on the transmission pair is a noise-
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Figure 9 USB connector
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suppression circuit that is available from Texas Instruments (SN75240). Once the transceiver is in
place, interfacing to the USB is complete. The 75773-integrated circuit from Texas Instruments
functions as both the differential line driver and receiver for this schematic. The next phase is
learning how the signals interact on the USB. These signals allow data to be sent and received from
the host computer system. The USB uses NRZI (non-return to zero, inverted) data encoding for
transmitting packets. This encoding method does not change the signal level for the transmission of
a logic 1, but the signal level is inverted for each change to a logic 0. Figure 11 illustrates a digital
data stream and the USB signal produced using this encoding method.
The actual data transmitted includes sync bits using a method called bit stuffing. If a logic 1 is
transmitted for more than 6 bits in a row, the bit stuffing technique adds an extra bit (logic 0) after
six continuous 1s in a row. Because this lengthens the data stream, it is called bit stuffing. Figure 12
shows a bit-stuffed serial data stream and the algorithm used to create it from raw digital serial
data. Bit stuffing ensures that the receiver can maintain synchronization for long strings of 1s. Data
are always transmitted beginning with the least-significant bit first, followed by subsequent bits.

Figure 10 USB interface with CMOS buffer
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USB command
Now that the USB data format is understood, we will discuss the commands used to transfer data
and select the receptor. To begin communications, the sync byte (80H) is transmitted first, followed
by the packet identification byte (PID). The PID contains 8 bits, but only the rightmost 4 bits contain
the type of packet that follows, if any. The leftmost 4 bits of the PID are the ones complementing the
rightmost 4 bits. For example, if a command of 1000 is sent, the actual byte sent for the PID is 0111
1000. Table 1 shows the available 4-bit PIDs and their 8-bit codes. Notice that PIDs are used as token
indicators, as data indicators, and for handshaking.
Figure 13 lists the formats of the data, token, handshaking, and start-of-frame packets found on the
USB. In the token packet, the ADDR (address field) contains the 7-bit address of the USB device. As
mentioned earlier, there are up to 127 devices present on the USB at a time. The ENDP (endpoint) is
a 4-bit number used by the USB. Endpoint 0000 is used for initialization; other endpoint numbers are
unique to each USB device.
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Figure 11 NRZI encoding used with the USB
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There are two types of CRC (cyclic redundancy checks) used on the USB: One is a 5-bit CRC and the
other (used for data packets) is a 16-bit CRC. The 5-bit CRC is generated with the X5 + X2 + 1
polynomial; the 16-bit CRC is generated with the X16 + X15 + X2 + 1 polynomial.
When constructing circuitry to generate or detect the CRC, the plus signs represent Exclusive OR
circuits. The CRC circuit or program is a serial checking mechanism. When using the 5-bit
CRC, a residual of 01100 is received for no error in all five bits of the CRC and the data bits.
With the 16-bit CRC, the residual is 1000000000001101 for no error.
The USB uses the ACK and NAK tokens to coordinate the transfer of data packets between
the host system and the USB device. Once a data packet is transferred from the host to the USB
device, the USB device either transmits an ACK (acknowledge) or a NAK (not acknowledge) token
back to the host. If the data and CRC are received correctly, the ACK is sent; if not, the
NAK is sent. If the host receives a NAK token, it retransmits the data packet until the receiver
finally receives it correctly. This method of data transfer is often called stop and wait flow
control. The host must wait for the client to send an ACK or NAK before transferring additional
data packets.
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Figure 12 The data stream and the flowchart used to generate USB data
Table 1 PID codes
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Figure 13 The types of packets and content found on the USB
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Figure 14 The USB bus node from national Semiconductor
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The USB bus Node
National Semiconductor produces a USB bus interface that is fairly easy to interface to the
microprocessor. Figure 14 illustrates the USBN9604 USB node. Connecting this device to a system
using non-DMA access is accomplished by connecting the data bus to D0–D7, the control inputs
̅̅̅̅ a 24 MHz fundamental crystal across the XIn and XOut pins. The USB bus
̅̅̅̅ , 𝑊𝑅
̅̅̅̅̅ , and 𝐶𝑆
𝑅𝐷
connection is located on the D- and D+ pins. The simplest interface is achieved by connecting the
two mode inputs to ground. This places the device into a nonmultiplexed parallel mode. In this
mode the A0 pin is used to select address (1) or data (0). Figure 15 shows this connection to
the microprocessor decodes at I/O port addresses 0300H (data) and 0301H (address).
The USBN9604 is a USB bus transceiver that can receive USB data and transmit USB
data. This provides an interface point to the USB bus for a minimal cost of about two dollars.
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Figure 15 The USBN9604 interfaced to a microprocessor at I/O addresses 300H and 301H
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The Parallel Printer Interface (LPT)
The parallel printer interface (LPT) is located on the rear of the personal computer, and as long as it
is a part of the PC, it can be used as an interface to the PC. LPT stands for line printer. The printer
interface gives the user access to eight lines that can be programmed to receive or send parallel
data.
Port Details
The parallel port (LPT1) is normally at I/O port addresses 378H, 379H, and 37AH from DOS or using a
driver in Windows. The secondary (LPT2) port, if present, is located at I/O port addresses 278H,
279H, and 27AH. The following information applies to both ports, but LPT1 port addresses are used
throughout.
The Centronics interface implemented by the parallel port uses two connectors, a 25-pin D-type on
the back of the PC and a 36-pin Centronics on the back of the printer. The pin-outs of these
connectors are listed in Table 2, and the connectors are shown in Figure 16.
The parallel port can work as both a receiver and a transmitter at its data pins (D0–D7). This allows
devices other than printers, such as CD-ROMs, to be connected to and used by the PC through the
parallel port. Anything that can receive and/or send data through an 8-bit interface can and often
does connect to the parallel port (LPT1) of a PC.
Figure 17 illustrates the contents of the data port (378H), the status register (379H),and an
additional status port (37AH). Some of the status bits are true when they are a logic zero.

Figure 16 The connectors used for the parallel port
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Table 2 Pin out of parallel printer port
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Figure 17 Ports 378H, 379H, and 37AH as used by the parallel port

Using the Parallel Port without ECP Support
For most systems since the PS/2 was released by IBM, you can basically follow the information
presented in Figure 15–14 to use the parallel port without ECP. To read the port, it must first be
initialized by sending 20H to register 37AH as illustrated in Example 15–6. As indicated in Figure 10,
this sets the bidirectional that selects input operation for the parallel port. If the bit is cleared,
output operation is selected.
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To write data to the parallel port, reprogram the command register at address 37A by writing 00H to
program the bidirectional bit with a zero. Once the bidirectional bit is programmed, data are sent to
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Once the parallel port is programmed as an input, it is read as depicted in Example 15–7. Once the
parallel port is programmed to function as an input port, reading is accomplished byaccessing the
data port at address 378H.
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the parallel port through the data port at address 378H. Example 15–8 illustrates how data are sent
to the parallel port.

On older (80286-based) machines the bidirectional bit is missing from the interface. In order to read
information from the parallel port, write 0FFH to the port (378H), so that it can be read. These older
systems do not have a register at location 37AH.

Serial COM ports
The serial communications ports are COM1–COM8 in older systems and may contain any number of
ports in modern systems, but most computers only have COM1 and COM2 installed. Some have a
single communication port (COM1). These ports are controlled and accessed in the DOS
environment with the 16550 serial interface component and will not be discussed again. Instead, we
will discuss the Windows API functions for operating the COM ports for the 16550 communications
interface. USB devices are often interfaced using the HID (human interface device) as a COM port.
This allows standard serial software to access USB devices.
Communication Control
The serial ports are accessed through any version of Windows and Visual C++ by using a few system
application interface (API) functions. Table 3 shows the allowed baud rates to be used during serial
communication.
Table 3 Allowable baud rates for the com ports
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USB software is not discussed in this lecture. This topic is intended for self-study. You can find about
the software in chapter 15 of the book Intel microprocessors by Brey.
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